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In a kingdom lived Snow White who had

snow-white skin and red lips.

The jealous new queen was displeased with Snow White.

Snow White "Red roses are so beautiful."
Queen "Is that kid more beautiful than me?"
Maid "No, you, Queen is much more beautiful than
  Snow White."

Queen "Mirror, mirror.

   Who is the most beautiful in the world?"

The queen looked at the magic mirror and asked.

Mirror "The most beautiful in the world is Snow White."

The angry queen decided to send a huntsman

to kill Snow White.

But the huntsman left Snow White unharmed

and left in the forest.

Snow White found a small hut in the forest.

Snow White "Hello? I'm Snow White.

    Do you know any places where I can stay?"

Rabbit & Squirrel "Hello! Let's go to the hut over there."

Snow White fell asleep in the hut.

In the evening, seven dwarfs returned to the hut.

The seven dwarfs decided to live with Snow White

who had nowhere to go.

Snow White "Oh my! I fell asleep.

   I have nowhere to go. Can I stay here with you?"

Dwarfs 1~3  "Sure!"

Dwarfs 4~7 "As long as you want!"
Queen "Snow White is still alive!"

The queen, disguised as an apple seller,

came to the hut and handed Snow White an apple.

Snow White ate the poisoned apple and collapsed.

The dwarfs wept and put Snow White in a glass coffin.

Then one day, the prince came to the forest.

Snow White "It's a really lovely apple."

Squirrel "That old woman is suspicious!"

Rabiit  "Snow White, don't eat that apple!"

Queen "If eating the poisonous apple,

    Snow White will soon die."

Prince "I'm here for Snow White."

When the prince woke up Snow White,

a piece of apple poppd out from her neck.

Snow White lived happily with the prince.

Dwarfs 1~2  "Snow White woke up!"

Dwarfs 3~4 "The prince saved her!"

Dwarfs 5~7 "I'm so glad that she survived."

Prince "Snow White, I've been looking for you

   for a long time."

Snow White "Prince, you saved me."


